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Tanngoen et al.: Evaluation of AM-FFGs Against Acne-causing bacteria
In this study, α-mangostin, extracted from mangosteen peel, was developed in to a topical film-forming gel
antiacne preparation using different film-forming polymers as carriers. The physicochemical properties
and α-mangostin incorporation efficiency were evaluated. In vitro permeation of α-mangostin-loaded
film-forming gels, antibacterial activity against Propionibacterium acnes and Staphylococcus aureus were
examined. The optimal formulations were viscous gels, which could convert into a dry film within 30 min
after application. The films were transparent, flexible and easy to peel off. Scanning electron micrographs of
the α-mangostin-loaded film-forming gels revealed a rough surface with an interior porous structure while
blank film-forming gels showed smooth and compact morphology. The high α-mangostin incorporation
efficiency up to 96 % was achieved. In vitro permeation studies showed a biphasic permeation profile with
a fast permeation characteristic within 30 min followed by a slow permeation up to 8 h. α-Mangostinloaded film-forming gels demonstrated efficient antibacterial activities against P. acnes and S. aureus.
Moreover, α-mangostin-loaded film-forming gels showed good physicochemical stability during storage
at 4º for 6 mo. In summary, the developed α-mangostin-loaded film-forming gels are good candidates for
topical antiacne treatments.
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Acne vulgaris is a common problem throughout the
world. The four factors involved in acne formation
are the excess sebum production of sebaceous glands,
follicular hyperkeratinization, follicular colonization
by Propionibacterium acnes and the inflammation
caused by normal skin flora such as Staphylococcus
aureus[1]. Typically initial treatment is topical with
azelaic acid, salicylic acid, benzoyl peroxide, retinoids
and antibiotics that can lead to undesirable side
effects[2]. Thus, there is much interest in the use of
natural products with fewer side effects. α-Mangostin
(AM), extracted from mangosteen peel, is a natural
product of particular interest that could benefit acne
treatment. Several studies reported that AM is effective
against P. acnes and S. aureus. In addition, it possesses
antiinflammatory and antioxidant properties[3-6].
Current topical formulations used to treat acne
vulgaris include creams, gels, solutions, ointments or

patches[2]. However, their effects are often limited[7].
To overcome these limitations, one interesting delivery
system is film-forming gel (FFG). FFG is a mixture of
polymers dispersed homogenously in volatile solvents.
It is applied to the skin as a gel, but then can form a
transparent, barely noticeable film in situ as the solvent
evaporate and can be easily peeled off when desired.
The advantages of FFG are ease of application, minimal
skin irritation, prevention or treatment of secondary
bacterial infections, enhanced drug release and reduced
application frequency due to a longer duration of
delivery[8,9]. However, most of FFGs contain high
amount of ethanol that could lead to skin irritation[7].
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Thus, this study aimed to develop an AM-loaded
FFGs (AM-FFGs) with low ethanol content. The
physicochemical properties and AM incorporation
efficiency of the FFGs were characterized. In vitro
permeation study was performed with a Franz diffusion
cell. The antibacterial activities against P. acnes and
S. aureus were evaluated. Also, the physicochemical
stability of prepared AM-FFGs was evaluated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
AM was purchased from Chromadex, Inc. (Irvine,
CA, USA). Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) was purchased
from Bang Trading 1992 Co. (Bangkok, Thailand).
Eudragit® NE 30D was received as a free sample from
Evonik Degussa Pvt. Ltd. (Mumbai, India). Kollidon®
90F (polyvinyl pyrrolidone K90) was received as a gift
from BASF Ltd. (Ludwigshafen, Germany). Carbopol
934 and sorbitol were purchased from Namsiang Co.,
Ltd. (Bangkok, Thailand). Methanol, acetonitrile and
85 % O-phosphoric acid were all HPLC grade. Other
chemicals and solvents were of analytical grade.
P. acnes DMST 14916 and S. aureus ATCC 25923 were
obtained from the Department of Medical Sciences,
Thailand.
Preparation of AM-FFGs:
In a preliminary study, nine blank FFGs were prepared
by mixing 1 % (w/w) carbopol with 3.3 % (w/w)
film-forming polymers, in different combinations and
ratios and 2 % (w/w) plasticizer, with a total amount
of ethanol 10 % (w/w). The combinations of film
formers were as followed; PVA and Eudragit® NE 30D,
PVA and Kollidon® 90F and Eudragit® NE 30D and
Kollidon® 90F at the weight ratio of 1:1, 1:2 and 2:1,
respectively. Before mixing, PVA and Kollidon® 90F
were dissolved in water, while Eudragit® NE 30D was
dissolved in ethanol. After homogeneously mixed, the
pH of gels was adjusted to 6.0±0.5 with 0.1 N NaOH
before further physical characterization.
Based on the physical characteristics of blank FFGs,
only two optimal FFG formulations were selected for
loading AM (0.125 % w/w); AM-FFG1 and AM-FFG2.
AM-FFG1 was prepared with PVA and Eudragit® NE
30D at a weight ratio of 2:1, while AM-FFG2 was
prepared with PVA and Kollidon® 90F at a weight ratio
of 2:1. AM was dissolved in ethanol before adding
to the mixed solution as described before. These two
formulations were used throughout the rest of the study,
along with their two unloaded equivalents.
158

Physicochemical characterization:
The appearance of each sample was visually evaluated
for homogeneity. The pH was measured using a pH
meter (Delta 320, Mettler-Toledo, Shanghai, China).
The sample viscosity was measured using a cone/plate
viscometer (Model DV-II, Brookﬁeld, Middleboro,
MA, USA) with a CP-40 spindle, at 50 rpm for 1 min.
A drying time test was carried out to determine the
time required by each gel to convert into film. About
200 mg of each gel was spread onto a Teflon sheet mold
(2×5 cm×0.1 mm) and dried at 32±1° in a hot air
oven (Model 500, Memmert, Schwabach, Germany).
Samples were checked at 5 min intervals during the
drying process and the elapsed time at which each
sample turned to film was recorded.
The light transparency of the films was measured
as percent transmittance using conditions similar to
those of Zhang et al.[10]. Each film was cut and stuck
to the outside of a cuvette. Then its transmittance
was determined using an UV/Vis spectrophotometer
(Genesys 10 Series, Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc,
USA; UV/Vis) with transmission mode at a wavelength
of 600 nm.
The thickness of the films was determined using
thickness gauge. Dried film sample was cut and peeled
off from the Teflon sheet mold. The thickness was
determined from three different points on the film.
Ultimate tensile strength (N/mm2) and percentage of
elongation at break were determined using a TA.XT
plus C Texture Analyser (Stable Micro Systems Ltd,
Surrey, UK). Dried film samples were cut (2×5 cm
×0.1 mm) and attached to the machine jaw. The
mechanical test was performed using a 5 kg load cell at
a speed of 20 mm/s.
For the determination of AM incorporation efficiency,
200 mg of AM-FFG films were cut into small pieces,
soaked in 10 ml of methanol and centrifuged at
18000 rpm for 30 min. The amount of AM in
the supernatant was determined using a UV/Vis
spectrophotometer at a wavelength of 320 nm.
Percent AM loading was calculated following Eqn.
1, AM incorporation efficiency (%) = AM tested/AM
initial×100.
The morphology of tested films was characterized
using a field emission scanning electron microscope
(FE-SEM: Carl Zeiss Microscopy, Jena, Germany). All
films were cut into small pieces with a platinum razor
blade and fixed onto a stub. Films were coated with
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gold using a sputter coater before subjected to FE-SEM
for examining the film surface and internal structure.
The crystallinity of blank FFG films and AM-FFG
films were characterized using an X-ray diffractometer
(D8 Advance, Bruker AXS Inc., Fitchburg, WI; XRD).
Multiple 2-theta scans were performed within the range
of 10 to 60° at a speed of 0.2°/min.
In vitro permeation:
The AM permeation profile was examined using
porcine ear epidermis in a vertical Franz diffusion cell
(PermaGear, Hellertown, USA) as per Pan-on et al.
method with some modification[11]. Porcine ear skin
was obtained from the local slaughter house and
the subcutaneous layer was removed. Then, the
porcine ear epidermis was separated from the dermis
by heat separation technique. The separated epidermis
(25×25 mm) was placed directly between a donor and
receptor compartment. The receiver compartment was
then filled with 12 ml of deionized water containing
2 % Tween 80, at a system temperature of 32±1° with
constant stirring. After waiting 30 min for the skin
temperature to equilibrium, AM-FFGs containing AM
250 μg was spread on the porcine epidermis. 500 μl of
receiver medium was collected at a set time intervals
(30, 60, 120, 240 and 480 min) and immediately replaced
with fresh medium. The AM content was analyzed
using high performance liquid chromatography
(HPLC). The accumulated AM in the porcine epidermis
was also determined. Briefly, the epidermis was cut
into smaller pieces, soaked in 1 ml of methanol, and
centrifuged at 18000 rpm for 30 min. The supernatant
was then analyzed with HPLC to determine the amount
of AM. Porcine ear epidermis was used in this research
and it has been approved by animal ethics committee
of Naresuan University, Phitsanulok, Thailand
(No. NU-AEE610301). No humans/animals were used for
studies in this research. The HPLC conditions were similar
to those of Pothitirat et al. with some modification[12].
The HPLC was equipped with a Vertisep C18 column
(250×4.6 mm, 5 µm). The mobile phase consisted of a
mixture of 0.2 % aqueous o-phosphoric acid solution
and acetonitrile at a ratio of 1:9 (v/v). The flow rate
was set at 1 ml/min with a detection wavelength of
320 nm. The AM content was quantified using a
calibration curve with a concentration ranging from
0.25 to 50 μg/ml.
Antibacterial activity:
The antibacterial activity of AM-FFGs against
P. acnes DMST 14916 and S. aureus ATCC 25923 were
determined using the agar-well diffusion method as
January-February 2020

described by Balouiri et al. with some modifications[13].
An inoculum of each bacterium (108 CFU/ml) was
prepared and swabbed over the entire surface of brain
heart infusion agar for P. acnes and Muller-Hinton agar
for S. aureus. Then, 4 holes were made aseptically
using a sterile cork borer (∅ = 7 mm). After that,
50 μl of blank FFGs and AM-FFGs were added into
the resulting wells. The plates containing P. acnes were
incubated for 72 h at 37±2° under anaerobic conditions,
while the plates with S. aureus were incubated for 24 h
also at 37±2°. The zones of inhibition of all the plates
were measured in mm.
Stability study:
The samples were stored in well-closed containers and
kept in the darkness at room temperature and 4° for
6 mo. Samples were withdrawn at 3 and 6 mo to
examine the viscosity and AM content.
Statistical analysis:
All tests were performed in triplicate and the resulting
data is expressed as the mean±standard deviation (SD).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Nine blank FFGs were prepared with different
combinations and ratios of film-forming polymers.
Their physicochemical properties are shown in Table 1.
F2 and F9 demonstrated heterogeneous system, so they
were removed from further testing. Apart from F2 and
F9, all formulations showed translucent homogeneous
gels with viscosity ranging from 900-1800 cP. In
addition, they manifested a pH value of ~5.7, which
similar to the normal skin’s pH of 5.4-5.9[14]. For film
characterizations, gels all converted into film within
30-40 min. All the films were high transparency, with
transmittance value in the range of 70-95 %. Despite
all the gels’ general similarities, only F3 and F6 were
selected for loading with AM. They were chosen because
of their high transmission value of >90 %, and drying
time of 30 min. Moreover these two FFG formulations
contain a lower amount of ethanol compared to other
topical products currently available, which could help
reduce skin irritation while still keeping drying time
reasonably short.
The physicochemical properties of blank FFGs and AMFFGs are shown in Table 2. In gel characterizations, the
blank-FFG1 demonstrated translucent homogeneous gel
while blank-FFG2 showed transparent homogeneous
gel. The different polymer used has a direct impact
on the gel clarity depending on its solubility. FFG2
contained a water soluble Kollidon® 90F, and thus,
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TABLE 1: PHYSICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF BLANK FFGS
Formulation

Visual appearance

F1 (1:1)
F2 (1:2)
F3 (2:1)

homogeneous
heterogeneous
homogeneous

F4 (1:1)
F5 (1:2)
F6 (2:1)

homogeneous
homogeneous
homogeneous

F7 (1:1)
F8 (1:2)
F9 (2:1)

homogeneous
homogeneous
heterogeneous

Gel form
pH
Viscosity (cP)
PVA: Eudragit® NE 30D
5.73±0.05
1190±16
N/A
N/A
5.55±0.07
1756±7
PVA: Kollidon® 90F
5.73±0.13
1565±21
5.60±0.11
1001±19
5.83±0.07
1270±19
Eudragit® NE 30D: Kollidon® 90F
5.64±0.07
940±6
5.66±0.4
958±13
N/A
N/A

Film form
Drying time (min)
Transmission (%)
30
N/A
30

87±2
N/A
92±1

40
40
30

84±2
80±2
95±1

30
30
N/A

83±1
76±2
N/A

*N/A is not available. The results are presented as mean±SD; n=3

TABLE 2: THE EFFECT OF AM INCORPORATION ON THE PHYSICOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES OF BLANK
FFGS AND AM-FFGS
Characterization
Visual appearance
pH
Viscosity (cP)
Drying time (min)
Thickness (mm)
Transmission (%)
Ultimate tensile strength (N/
mm2)
Elongation at break (%)
AM incorporation efficiency (%)

Blank FFG 1
Translucent and
homogenous
5.55±0.07
1756±7
30
0.01 ± 0.002
92±1

Formulation
AM-FFG 1
Blank FFG 2
Gel form
Yellow, translucent
Transparent and
and homogenous
homogenous
5.63±0.13
5.83±0.07
1738±34
1270±19
Film form
30
30
0.01 ± 0.002
0.01 ± 0.003
90±2
95.00±1

AM-FFG 2
Yellow, transparent
and homogenous
5.82±0.04
1201±27
30
0.01 ± 0.002
95±2

1.32±0.04

1.33±0.16

2.11±0.05

2.15±0.11

204±9
N/A

211±18
97±1

178±5
N/A

190±28
96±1

*N/A is not available. The results are presented as mean±SD; n=3

resulting in a greater gel clarity than FFG1 containing
Eudragit® NE 30D, which is an aqueous dispersion
of a neutral copolymer and insoluble in water. For
film characterization, both FFGs converted into film
within 30 min. These possessed a film thickness of
0.01 mm and high transparency with transmittance
value of 92-95 %. Accordingly, as shown in figs. 1A
and B, the appearance of film was very thin, clear and
almost unnoticeable, which would please users after
application. In addition, there was no difference in
mechanical properties between FFG1 and FFG2. These
2 formulations possessed ultimate tensile strength
and % elongation at break in the range of 1.32-2.11
N/mm2 and 178-204 %, respectively. This revealed
that the prepared films were flexible and easy to peel
off. The AM-FFGs showed similar physicochemical
characteristics compared to their blank counterpart
indicating that loading of AM in fact does not alter the
FFG properties. In addition, the high AM incorporation
efficiency, 96-97 %, was observed.
160

The morphology of blank FFG and AM-FFG were
characterized using FE-SEM. The blank FFG1 and
FFG2 illustrated similar morphology both of top-view
and cross-sectional view, figs. 2A to D, suggesting that
the different film former used in these formulation has
no effect on their morphology. On the contrary, addition
of AM considerably affects the film morphology. The
images clearly showed that AM-loaded films, figs. 2E
and G, have a rougher texture than its blank FFG films,
figs. 2A and C. These results correlate with the crosssectional images, figs. 2F and H, demonstrating the AM
was distributed homogeneously over the surface and
also entrapped in the porous structure of both films.
The XRD patterns of AM powder, blank FFG films and
AM-FFG films are shown in figs. 3A and B. Generally,
the high intensity and sharpness of the peak indicate a
crystalline nature[15,16]. The AM showed intense peak at
diffraction angle of 2-theta at 12.17, 13.51, 16.67, 19.36,
23.77, 26.49 and 30.96°, indicating crystalline form.
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The XRD pattern of PVA and Kollidon 90F displayed
a broad peak, while Eudragit® NE 30D showed no peak.
This implied that they all are amorphous in nature. Both
of blank FFGs were an amorphous nature as evidenced
®

Fig. 1: The appearance of AM-FFG film
The appearance of AM-FFG film (A) after 30 min applied on the
skin and (B) peeling off from the skin

from the broad peak with low intensity at 16.81 and
29.68° (2-theta). Interestingly, the characteristic peak of
AM was only absent in the AM FFG-1 film suggesting
that AM incorporated in the film as an amorphous
molecular dispersion, fig. 3A. On the other hand, AMFFG2 showed low intensity AM peaks at 13.51 and
16.67° (2-theta), indicating a partially crystalline nature
of incorporated AM, fig. 3B.
The difference in AM polymorph found in both films
could be explained by the solubility properties of the
AM and film formers. AM and Eudragit® NE 30D
are soluble in ethanol, while Kollidon® 90F is soluble
in water. Therefore, during the solvent evaporation
process, AM-FFG1, composed of Eudragit® NE 30D,
was solidified in a short time period than AM-FFG2,

Top-view

Cross-sectional

B

Blank FFG1

A

1 μm
1 μm

1 μm

D

Blank FFG2

C

1 μm

1 μm

F

AM -FFG1

E

1 μm

G

1 μm

AM -FFG2

H

1 μm

1 μm

Fig. 2: Surface and cross-section SEM images of each film
Surface SEM images with a magnification of 10000X and cross-section images with a magnification of 5000X of each film A,B. blank
FFG1, C,D. blank-FFG2, E,F. AM-FFG1 and G,H. AM-FFG2
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Fig. 3: XRD diffractograms
(A) FFG1 and AM-FFG1, and (B) FFG2 and AM-FFG2

containing Kollidon® 90F. As a consequence, AM was
incapable of rearrange its molecules into an ordered
structure, and thus, resulting in an amorphous state.
On the contrary, AM-FFG2 containing water soluble
Kollidon® 90F could have more time for AM to
re-crystalline during the solvent evaporation process.
Therefore, the partial crystalline of AM was observed
in AM-FFG2 film. In addition, the amorphous nature
of AM in the film could be a result from the molecular
interaction between AM and film-forming polymer
via hydrogen bond which associated with reduced
molecular mobility and consequently reduced drug
recrystallization[15].
In vitro permeation studies of AM-FFGs were tested
using a Franz diffusion cell. AM has poor water
solubility of 2.18±1.32 μg/ml. Therefore, the deionized
water containing 2 % Tween 80 was used as a receiver
medium to ensure the sink condition by increasing its
solubility to 89.30±2.21 μg/ml. As shown in fig. 4, both
formulations showed a biphasic permeation profile with
a fast permeated characteristic within 30 min followed
by a slow permeation up to 8 h. However, only small
amount of AM was detected in receiver medium. At the
first 30 min, the AM permeated from AM-FFG1 and
AM-FFG2 was 9 (22.5 μg/ml) and 5 % (12.5 μg/ml),
respectively. Then, after 8 h, they increased to 13.6
(27.4 μg/ml) and 6.9 % (17.5 μg/ml), respectively.
Interestingly, the permeation profiles in epidermis are
similarly to the receiver chamber. AM-FFG1 and AMFFG2 showed a rapid AM accumulation within first
30 min, 36 (90 μg/ml) and 26 % (65 μg/ml), respectively.
After 8 h, they slowly increased up to 38 (95 μg/ml) and
162

28 % (70 μg/ml), respectively. The biphasic permeation
characteristics were due to the conversion of gels into
films during application. AM-FFG was applied on the
skin as a gels form, which could convert into film with
in 30 min, thus, resulting in a fast permeation in the first
30 min. After the gel converted into a film, a slower
AM permeation profile was observed. Nevertheless, the
prolonged AM permeation profile could be results from
the occlusive effect. This phenomenon can reduce the
trans epidermal water loss (TEWL) of the skin, leading
to induce the swelling of keratinocyte cells and increase
in AM permeation[16]. In addition, the high amount of
accumulated AM in epidermis could be due to the
fact that AM is a highly hydrophobic with a log p of
4.64[17]. Therefore, it possesses strong interaction with
the membrane[18], resulting in AM accumulation within
the epidermis lipid layer. From therapeutic standpoints,
a fast permeation of AM is considered advantage as
sufficient amount of AM could exert antimicrobial
activities followed by a prolonged permeation of AM
As expected, the AM-FFG1 showed a higher
cumulative AM permeated in receiver chamber and
epidermis in compared to the AM-FFG2. This result is
related to their XRD result. AM incorporated in FFG1
showed an amorphous nature, while AM incorporated
in FFG2 illustrated a partially crystalline nature. As a
consequence, amorphous AM contained in FFG1 could
be dissolved faster, and thus, rapidly permeated into the
epidermis and receiver chamber than AM contained in
FFG2[15].
The antibacterial activity of AM-FFGs against P. acnes
and S. aureus was evaluated. The mechanism of AM
against both tested bacteria is well reported. AM could
interact with the hydrophobic region of the bacteria
Cumulative AM permeated (%)

(B)

(A)

40
Porcine ear
epidermis

AM-FFG1

30
AM-FFG2

20

10

Receiver
chamber

AM-FFG1
AM-FFG2

0

0

60

120

180

240

300

360

420

480

Time (min)
Fig. 4: In vitro permeation profile of AM-FFG1 and AM-FFG2
In vitro permeation profile of AM-FFG1 and AM-FFG2 in
receiver chamber and porcine ear epidermis. Data are presented
as mean±SD, n=3.
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membrane and rapidly disrupts the cytoplasmic
membrane, thereby, causing leakage of intracellular
content[3]. The minimum inhibitory concentration (MIC)
of AM against P. acnes and S. aureus were found to be
6.25 and 50 µg/ml, respectively[19]. Therefore, to ensure
antibacterial activity, the AM-FFGs was prepared with
0.125 % w/w of AM, which is 5 times greater than its
MIC value. Then, the antibacterial activity of AM-FFGs
against P. acnes and S. aureus was evaluated. Both AMFFG1 and AM-FFG2 illustrated antimicrobial activities
as evidenced from clear inhibition zone, figs. 5A and
B. Nevertheless, the blank FFGs showed no effect
against the tested bacteria. Therefore, the antimicrobial
activity of AM-FFGs against P. acnes and S. aureus was
resulted from AM. The results showed that AM-FFG2
shows a wider clear inhibition zone, than AM-FFG1.
For P. acnes AM-FFG1 and AM-FFG2 illustrated
a clear inhibition zone of 15.13±0.15 and 19.03
±0.11 mm (fig. 5A), respectively, and 17.08±0.20 and
20.05±0.13 mm for S. aureus, respectively, fig. 5B. The
size of inhibition zone was dependent on a formulation
viscosity. The higher viscosity, the slower drug diffuse
through the agar[20]. AM-FFG2 had a lower viscosity
than AM-FFG1, indicating higher drug diffusion ability
than another one resulting in a larger inhibition zone.
In addition, the viscosity of AM-FFGs and AM chemical
stability were affected by the storage temperature. After
6 mo storage in darkness at room temperature, both
AM-FFG formulations showed a slightly increase in the
viscosity, fig. 6A. In contrary, those stored at 4° showed
similar viscosity comparing to initial preparation,
fig. 6B. This could be simply explained by kinetic energy
of a system increases as the temperature increases,
which could lead to the faster ethanol evaporation

(A)

rate. On the other hand, the chemical stability was also
investigated in term of AM remaining. As shown in
figs. 7A and B, after 3 mo storage at room temperature,
AM-FFG1 and AM-FFG2 showed lower AM remaining
(81 and 83 %, respectively) than those stored at 4°
(83 and 88 %, respectively). Nevertheless, after 6 mo
storage, AM remaining was slightly decreased under
both storage conditions. At room temperature, the AM
remaining of AM-FFG1 and AM-FFG2 was 73 and
76 %, respectively, while those stored at 4° showed
remaining AM content of 78 and 81 %, respectively.
AM degradation could be presumed by oxidation
reaction as reported by Nishiyama et al.[21]. Hence, the
addition of antioxidant into AM-FFGs and storage at 4°
would help to improve the chemical stability of AM.
In the present study, AM as a hydrophobic compound
was successfully loaded into film-forming gels.
The differences in physicochemical properties of
each FFGs were affected by various film-forming
polymers (Eudragit® NE 30D and Kollidon® 90 F).
The obtained AM-FFGs showed viscous gel and high
AM incorporation efficiency up to 96 %. Despite the
AM-FFGs contain low amount of ethanol which could
help reduce skin irritation, these still would rapidly dry
within 30 min after application. AM-FFGs have been
formulated to deliver AM to its target site at epidermis
with a rapid onset in 30 min, which remained over
8 h. More importantly, these formulations provided
excellent antibacterial activity against acne-causing
bacteria. AM-FFGs showed good physicochemical
stability during storage at 4º for 6 mo. In summary,
the AM-FFGs prepared exhibited high potential to be
developed as topical antiacne products.

(B)
AM-FFG1

Blank FFG2
AM-FFG1

Blank FFG1

AM-FFG2

Blank FFG1

Blank FFG2

AM-FFG2

Fig. 5: Antibacterial Activity of AM-FFG1 and AM-FFG2
Antibacterial activity of AM-FFG1 and AM-FFG2 against A. P. acnes and B. S. aureus
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